
Puzzle Out Therapy
POT

QuadraCare QC & Quantum Community CCTCMC-UK project
Our mission is to help over 7,000,000 vulnerables in the UK

Our vision is by 2024 to start regular POT (Puzzle Out Therapy) events for local residents
a�ected by COVID and the current War in Eastern Europe situation, also for people  who

have arrived in the United Kingdom with their Families from all over the world in 2022. Our
format of delivery is Mental Health and Social Wellbeing Support Groups for local

residents regular meetings o�ine or online. Our aim is to provide Weekly Meetings for
single adults, adults in di�erent partnerships and families without or with children.
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ATTENTION!

Problem: Last few years have been very di�cult for most people around the World.
Unfortunately, so many more stressors have been added to our normal day to day
challenges to deal with like; financial di�culties due to COVID related complications, so
many negative media stories and unfortunate political disruptions. Statistically over 21%
of adults and 8.2% children in the UK su�er from stress, anxiety, panic and fears and they
have not been taught to manage their feelings in the ecological and ethical non-abusive
and harmless way. All of these have a great chance of a�ecting an individual's mental
health and have a very damaging impact on the quality of life in the long-term. On the
other hand many people have left their country and moved to the UK to save their lives
because of the war. They need care and mental health support to recover from these
traumatizing events.

Potential: In the modern world of new economic challenges, war in Eastern Europe and
post pandemic, there is a strong need to help people to manage their fears, stress &
anxiety level and panic attacks. This could be done by setting up unique Puzzle Out
Therapy (POT) groups in every council. These groups of 10-15 people would meet on a
regular basis (1-2-3 times a week) for calming down breathing techniques, mind and body
relaxation and therapeutic workouts (Tibet singing Bowls, Thumper massage,
self-massage etc.). This will also help dealing with many known syndromes (postponed life
syndrome, fear of success & boarding school syndrome etc.).

We are establishing a safe space: for adults to support their Mental Health and Social
Wellbeing, also to help them make new connections and for children to meet other
children that speak their language, while playing in a creative and friendly atmosphere.

We believe that regular meetings of small community groups (10-15 local people) at the
local council facilities to share their thoughts, fears, worries and puzzling them out and
managing their feelings under supervision of an experienced Puzzle-Out Master coach

would be a great solution!
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INFORMATION!

What is Puzzle Out Therapy POT?

POT is provided by Quantum Coaches (QC). This is scientifically proven, evidence based
psychological correction method which helps dealing with people’s everyday stress and
worries, also puzzling out their emotional gaps and needs. Qualified Quantum coaches
(QC) are ready to start now. Many more of them could be trained among local residents
within 2-3 months during POT meetings on the local groups. All theoretical
coaching-studying materials are ready to be delivered as soon as this project receives the
necessary funds and could go ahead.

Who can join POT? Anyone from the age of 16 for adults group and no limits for childrens.

DESIRE

Based on the modern knowledge of quantum physics, psychoanalysis,
transactional analysis, psychotherapy, bioengineering, coaching and complementary
medicine, we can feel that ‘everything is connected to everything’. Therefore, we can make
a correlation that each individual is connected to another one. Neighbors are connected
to each other by similar dynamics of fear and anxiety too. Therefore, a small community
group of ‘likeminded’ which is regularly meeting in the local town hall on a weekly basis or
more often, could make a huge positive impact on the mental health and social wellbeing
of the whole borough, London and the UK eventually.

Same as the body should be restored working on the cell lever, we should start working on
a very basic level of a social cell. This cell could be a group of 10 local residents united by
the same dynamic based for instance on fear. Fear to live, to think, to feel, to express to
work and dream. Therefore people tend to block their feelings until these feelings become
unmanageable and could express spontaneously like self harming or abusive to others.
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People have trouble managing anger, anxiety, panic, but also joy and happiness in an
ecological and safe way for themselves and the society. POT could help with this.

People are never told that all their feelings are necessary and every individual should
learn how to express every feeling without harming themselves or others. Using POT
these fears could be expressed in an ethical and ecological way and worked out by
puzzling out the real reasons for those negative feelings. People should be heard and
understood. They should feel comfortable to speak and build in new skills being
supervised by the experienced Master - Quantum Coach.

POT working system: POT groups will meet and work on a weekly basis for 2 hours
maximum. Many gaps will be identified and filled with love and gratitude. This will give an
individual the most important feeling of acceptance, belonging, appreciation and
uniqueness.

Feeling their own value, people become less aggressive, more friendly with each other,
healthier and happier. This leads to a better society, where everyone feels appreciated,
valued and able to express their own talents and love to others. Living in full potential
people stop being depressed, violent and angry. People feel more joy and happiness as a
positive side e�ect. POT is the key for those who su�ered from incomplete families, broken
relationships and unsuccessful careers or lack of self-belief or self-confidence.

Solution: Working in small (Puzzle Out Therapy) POT groups could be a solution. If we treat
10-15 people as a cell of the society instead of the traditional family, we can gather those
groups on a weekly basis providing them with Puzzle Out Therapy by qualified coaches
regularly.

We can not only help people to rebuild their mental and general health by finding out the
missing links which are a�ecting their life, health and success but also we can help
establish new trustworthy connections between people. This will decrease level of
depression, insomnia, suicides, panic, anxiety and other mental conditions. Also this will
help with relationships, achievements in personal life and business by ensuring better

personal and business performance.
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ACTION

Mental Health Support Events for Adults in their language

What is a POT session?!

This unique Puzzle Out Therapy (POT) method allows pinpointing the source of a person's
problem, and with the help of transformation (Quantum Coaching) - solve it by removing
emotional blocks, negative experiences, traumatizing memories. This could be done by
setting up unique Puzzle Out Therapy (POT) groups in every council. These groups of 10-15
people would meet on a regular basis (1-2-3 times a week) for calming down breathing
techniques, mind and body relaxation and therapeutic workouts mentioned above.

All theoretical coaching-studying materials are ready to be delivered as soon as this
project receives the necessary funds and all is ready to go ahead. POT working system:
POT groups will meet and work on a weekly basis for 2 hours maximum. Regular meetings,
ability to speak in the mother tongue during these sessions - will give an individual the
most important feeling of acceptance, belonging, appreciation and uniqueness. Feeling
their own value, people become calmer, more friendly with each other, healthier and
happier. This leads to a better society, where everyone feels appreciated, valued and able
to express their own talents and love to others.
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Art Clubs for young Children with Parents (children up to 7 yrs old)

Art Clubs for Children (over 7 yrs)

Children-Friendly Meditation or Yoga Sessions

Dance groups for Children

A hands-on, immersive teaching methodology is allowing children to express themselves
through art and helps with reducing su�ering from mental symptoms, such as anxiety
and depression.  Small class sizes (limited to 10 children per course) will encourage free

thinking, sharing of ideas, making new friends and learning through play.

What is needed to progress?

Funding from each council interested in the POT project, resources for
our volunteers & help with premises and advertising to inform and attract

the local community members.
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QC and CCTCMC-UK POT project TEAM:

Kristina Culka                Nina Barbora Evans

kristina.culka@gmail.com          ninabarbora@gmail.com

07502500989 07900000790

Nina Barbora Evans Bio and experience (NB): Born in Vilnius, Lithuania. Qualified as a Teacher and
International lecturer Masters graduated in Chemistry, Medicine and passed exams in PhD Sociology
1982-2004. Worked in Public Health and Health promotion sectors 1987 - 2004. Multicultural friendship societies
association Director, candidate for LT Parliament and EU parliament. Moved to London, completed Leeds
Psychotherapy institute, established complementary medicine BAH and culture CCTCMC-UK community
groups, volunteered for Healthprom charity (supporting women in North London), completed London
Coaching Academy as Quantum Coach. Delivered the best EU awarded 2012 International European Leonardo
da Vinci CPD foundation coaching project. Established Quadracare: Focus on the best world experience Ltd.
which focuses on public health, supporting others in further education and delivering superb services to the
doorstep (2004-onwards).

Kristina Culka (KC): Born in Latvia. Moved to the UK in 2000. Qualified in Quantum Coaching 2020, Certified in
Sentinel valid PTS and ICI competences, Valid Medical and Drugs & Alcohol CSCS, LUCAS,NEBOSH General
certificate, First Aid Certificates Protection Master safety on the track, Site Person in Charge, Depot training,
Track Competent person certificate. Managing application processes, ensuring all requirements and
deadlines are met. Representing and integrating planned works during integration meetings with third parties
and ensuring all Presentation Slides are correctly prepared for the Final Project, where required. Have built
fantastic working relationships with all involved.


